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Abstract. A mathematical mechanism in dynamical systems to

exhibit the inverse power law in the shape of the power spectrum

is presented. The exponent in the pester law is proved to be less

than or equal to one. The mechanism serves as the basis to inter-

pret various observations in dynamical systems, such as Lorenz and

Rossler systems. All the possible exponents are realized by simple

1-din maps. These examples are "isomorphic" to 1-dim lattice gas

models in classical statistical mechanics with phase transition.

The inverse power law appears at the crisis of the shrinking of

gas phases into degenerated solid phases, or equivalently to say,

of the divergence of the total mass of absolutely continuous mixing

invariant measures for the naps.
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0. Introduction

The po,er spectra of the inverse power types have been attracting

much attention among physicists in several contexts since the ob-

servation in the resistor under direct electric current etc. In

recent years such power spectra in dynamical systems have been studied

in connection with the inttermittency in chaos. But there are few

mathematical works to understand physicists' obsevations. The reasons

seem to be as follows:

a) Physists observe power spectra of particular time series ob-

tained from coordinate functions and deduce conclusions through their

pattern recognition.

b) Mathematics prefer the coordinate-free description and it is

already proved more than 25 years ago that the spectral structures
2

are mutually unitary equvalent among K-systems. (It means that any

power spectrum observed in a chaotic system can also be observed in

other systems under a suitable choice of [possibly very bad] coordi-

nate functions.)

A standard strategy to overcome such a situation in mathematics

is the introduction of "structural stability" vi<?w points. What we

are going to do is to determine

cl) a class of dynamical systems and

c2) a space of functions (chosen as coordinates'; for which the

power spectra exhibit a common inverse power law

under the requirements that

c3) both are 'stable' under perturbations and

c4) they agree with numerical observations.

An answer to cl) is the semi-Bernoulli systems defined precisely in

Appendix, which also contain other precise defintions of mathematical

terms.
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1. Main Theorem

Let us first give the statement of the theorems and the illust-

ration will be given in the next section.

A measure preserving transformation (Y,F,v) is called a semi-

Bernoulli system, roughly to say, if it has a Bernoulli system

(X,f,u) as a Poincare map and satisfies a technical condition imposed

on the return time T(x) to the Poincare section X. The space M on Y

corresponding to c2) and defined in Appendix consists of functions

which are "near" to the functions depending only on the height s

from X.

Theorem 1. Let

(1) d(z) = 1 - L u(dx) e
z T ( x ) ( Re z 0) .

1 *
If a function u belongs to the space M, then its power spectrum

obeys the asymptotic formula

2
(2) S(w;u) ~ S*(w) ! ; ->(dy)u(y) ! + const. as UJ-0,

•' Y

where

(3) S*(OJ) = 2 Re d(2^iuj)"1.

Theorem 2. If the second moment of T(x) is finite, i.e.,

2
(4) -d"(0) = v u(dx)T(x)

then

(5) S*(oi) ~ -d"(0)/dr(0) as io-0.

Theorem 3. Assume that -d"(0)==° and

(6) u(x; T(x)>t} = t~7L(t)

where Y < 2 and L(t) varies slowly at ». Then

(7) S*(OJ) ~ C(y) d'(0) ~ 1L{UJ" 1) (2TOJ; " ( 2 " Y )

w i t h C{y) = i r /2r (y) s i n (TTY/2) .

In particular, if y=lf one obtain the 1/^-spectrum.
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2. 1-dimensional map

Let us give a simple example

of semi-Bernoulli systems. Take

a decreasing sequence

Fig. 1

Graph of F

>c =0
>

and consider the map F in the

figure. It is defined on the

interval Y=iO,l] and is piecewise

linear, continuous and Markov.

Let X=[c.,c.). Then every point

x in X returns to X. The return

time T(x) is equal to n if

x .: J ^ X . F ^ t c ^ c ^ ) .

The induced map is then defined as

c =0

f(x)=F(...(F(F(x) (T(x) times). graph of f on X

It maps each J linearly onto X. Hence f

preserves the normalized Lebesgue measure

u on X. The length y (J )=c ,-c and
n n-l n

J 's form a Bernoulli oartition for the
n

system (X,f,u).

Following a standard way of arguments

in ergodic theory let us identify a pair

(x,s) with the point y=FSx where xeX and

s=0,1,...,T(x)-1. s is called the height

of y from X. The formula

A -

\(AxB) = y(dx)#{s<T(x); FSX£B}, Be{0,l,

gives a". F-invariant measure with total mass

I nu(J ) =
n=l n

u(dx)T(x) = t
X n=0

Consequently, if d'(0) is finite, we obtain the (absolutely conti-

nuous) normalized invariant measure \> of (Y,F) from \ and so a

semi-Bernoulli system (Y,F,v).
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It can be proved by using the F-expansion of real numbers that

the coordinate function y belongs to the space M. Thus theorems in

the first section are applicable and we can obtain every asymptotics

listed there since ulx; T(x)>n}=c , can be chosen arbitrarv. (Fia.2)
n-1

Finally the function d(z) is computed directly:

(8) d(z) = 1 - S (c .-c )enz.
n=l n - 1 n

This function coincides with the Fredholm determinant of the map F

x -n

(81) D(J = exp{ : -^-Q (F) ;, Q (F)= Z (FIl)'(v)
n=1 FV-V

with c=e . It was introduced to classify observable/non-observable

chaos and carries most important informations on chaos, such as the

numbers of bands (or islands) and ergodic components and the? period

of the stable periodic orbits. Furthermore an analogue of the

Gibbs variational principle holds and tho :uanut:i>s j (F) Jrc t hon

regarded as partition functions of periodic svstms. '

3. Lattice Gas Model

It is wellknown that the phase transition ^•cura m 1-dim statis-

tical mechanics only under rather artificial pot. one lais. Let us

give an example. Denote ~.=1 or 0 according as there is a particle

at site i or not. Assign the potential energy U to each part of

lattice configurations such that 3 • = a n+i+x~^
 an<^ J ; + ] _

 = -• • = ' + n
 = -'-•

Then the partition function of the N-periodic lattice system is

where the summation is taicen over p>0, nQ , n^ , . . . , n ^ 2O such that

n. + 1 + n, + 1 + . . .

O0OO000Q»OOO0O0O0«0O

It follows from the direct coputation that

(9) exp{ E -^Z (6) } = 1 - I e~BUn';n+L

n=l n n n=0
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which is very similar to (8') with (8). Moreover there is a direct

correspondence between infinite lattice configurations and orbits

under the map F. In fact, take yeY=[0,l] and define (a.) by

a.=0 or 1 according as F y X or net.

Then the potential energy 8U corresponds to

: 0 - C l ) + ... + log(c n-c n + 1)

and the spacial translation on the lattice to the action of F.

Hence the long time tail for the coordinate function y is thought

of as the long range order in lattice configurations.. Thus the

inverse power law in the power spectra is nothing but the scaling

law in the critical phenomena at the shrinking gas phases into the

solid phase degenerated to the configuration o.=l.

4. Concluding Remark

ThP chaucic behaviour in dynamical systems are known to take place

when there are homoclinic orbits and it is quite natural to consider

that chaotic systems have Poincare maps which are Bernoulli. Note

here that hyperbolic structure assures the Markov property of the

systems and that Markov maps ire semi.--Bernoulli. Thus the definition

of semi-Bernoulli systems is natural except for the condition (c) in.

Appendix which was imposed for the sake of simplicity of the proof

of Theorem 1 and will be replaced by much milder condition that the

return time is "near' to the functions which are measurable with

respect to some Bernoulli partitions. Nevertheless, our results will

be enough to understand a mechanisir. for the inverse power law in power

spectra.

Fig.2
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=°. Appendix

In the present paper by a dynamical system (Y,F, -1'; we mean any

one of a flow F=[F ) , a semiflow F=(F ) .,„, an automorphism

(F being an in/ersible bi-measurable map) and an endomorphism (F

being a measurable map). In any case, F or F is a measurable map

of the measurable space Y (whose a-algebra is, of cource, specified

but not written explicitly) and it preserves the probability meas-

ure u on Y. The measure space (Y,v) is always assumed complete.

A dynamical system (Y,F,v) is called a special flow (or suspen-

sion, or, in discrete time case, a tower or a sky-scraper) over a (

discrete time) dynamical system (X,f,u) with ceiling function T(x)

if X can be identified with a measurable subset of Y,

T(x) = inf{t>0; FtX£X}, fx = F T ( x )x

and the set {F x; XEX, Ost<T(x) } has full measure in Y. Besides

we always assume that T(x) is positive a.s. In smooth dynamics

terminologies, (Y,F) is said to have a Poincare section X with

Poincare map f and return time T(x). Furthermore the probability

measure \x should be the induced probability measure on X from y •

In discrete time case ;J is obtained from v by normalizing its res-

triction to X.

Let (X,f,;J be a discrete t^me dynamical system. A measurable

partition A of X is called generating for f if the map

x EX -t-(A(fnx)J T (1= {all integers} or Cnonegative ones)

is injective almost surely, where A(x) stands for the atom of A to

which x belongs. In other words, the point x is uniquely determined

by the coarse graining data of its orbit with respect to A. A part-

ition A is called Bernoulli if it is generating and A(f x)'s form

an independent random sequence under y and Markov if it is gene-

rating and they form a Markov chain.

Definition. Let us call a dynamical system semi-Bernoulli if it

is the special flow (or the tower) over a dynamical system with a

Bernoulli partition A and if the ceiling function T(x) is constant

on each atom of A.

The last condition on T(x) is referred to as Condition (c) in 4.
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Finally let us give the definition of the space M. It is a

subspace of the space L-=L_(Y,v) of the square integrable functions

on (Y,v). First we decompose ueL2 into the orthogonal sum

where H. is the subspace of functions depending only on the adress

A(x) and the height s of point y=(x,s), H. ij the subspace of func-

tions orthogonal to H. and depending only on A(x), A(fx) and s, etc.

For ueL. put ,

|u|p = { j |u(x,s)|pdsy(dx)} (p=l,2)

1.
ft rT(x) 2 ,2

|uL = |{ |u(x,s) Ids} •j(dx) !1 >l I; Io >

If discrete time dynamical systems are considered, the integral in s

is replaced by the sum in s=0,1,...,T(x)-1. We denote the p-ch

return time by

T (x) = T(x)+T(fx)+ ... +T(fP~1x).

Now the space fl is defined as the subspace of L- consisting of func-

tions u=T u. for v/hich the following sums converge:

z |uk|2 . i |ufc|lf2 , i | ( V 8 ) u
k l i '

 l k | ukli
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